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Docker in PracticeManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		An open source container system, Docker makes deploying applications painless and flexible. Docker is powerful and simple to use, and it makes life easier for developers and administrators alike providing shorter build times, fewer production bugs, and effortless application roll-out.

	
		About...
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The Debugger's HandbookAuerbach Publications, 2006
Focused on the best practices for writing code as well as on the methods to perform more effective debugging, The Debugger's Handbook promotes a natural debugging approach to writing code. The author begins by examining and concretely defining just what a bug is, what circumstances are more prone to producing bugs, and how to avoid them from the...
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Excel VBA Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Take your data analysis and Excel programming skills to new heights


	In order to take Excel to the next level, you need to understand and implement the power of Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). This 4th edition of Excel VBA Programming For Dummies introduces you to a wide array of new Excel options,...
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Working with Microsoft® Visual Studio® 2005 Team SystemMicrosoft Press, 2005
Learn how to collaborate and streamline your development process using Visual Studio Team System.

This overview of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Team System offers practical information and role-based guidance to get key members of your software development team working together. With insights from the Visual Studio...
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Microsoft Forefront Security Administration GuideSyngress Publishing, 2008
Microsoft Forefront is a comprehensive suite of security products that will provide companies with multiple layers of defense against threats. Computer and Network Security is a paramount issue for companies in the global marketplace. Businesses can no longer afford for their systems to go down because of viruses, malware, bugs, trojans, or other...
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Steal This Computer Book 3: What They Won't Tell You About the InternetNo Starch Press, 2003
This offbeat, non-technical book looks at what hackers do, how they do it, and how you can protect yourself. This edition also covers rootkits, spyware, web bugs, identity theft, hacktivism, wireless hacking (wardriving), biometrics, and firewalls.

WARNING: This book is not to be used for hacking into government computers, shutting...
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Palm OS Programming Bible (With CD-ROM)John Wiley & Sons, 2000


	In 1992, Palm Computing (now Palm, Inc.) was founded. The rest is history. Of

	course, there’s a lot more to it. Many good decisions were made, and many bad

	designs were thrown out. Palm started as a software company intending to influence

	existing handheld manufacturers with its easy-to-use software and synchronization...
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The Network Security Test Lab: A Step-by-Step GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	The ultimate hands-on guide to IT security and proactivedefense


	The Network Security Test Lab is a hands-on, step-by-stepguide to ultimate IT security implementation. Covering the fullcomplement of malware, viruses, and other attack technologies, thisessential guide walks you through the security assessment...
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Web Site Privacy with P3PJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Introducing the long-awaited first step to personal privacy on the Web!
Privacy on the Internet is a very complicated–and delicate–subject. It is about making sure that sites are honest with the people using their services, and providing the end user with the choice of whether or not to share information with the original server....
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Software Testing (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2005
Software Testing is the book for new or aspiring software testers interested in learning about this crucial part of the software development process. The complexity and size of today's software makes writing bug-free code extremely difficult, even for highly experienced programmers. Couple that with our increasing reliance on software for...
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Professional Visual Studio 2008 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional Visual Studio 2008

Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 is the latest version in the ongoing evolution of the Integrated Development Environment (IDE), and this resource examines the diverse facets of the IDE—from common tasks to intricate functions to the powerful tools that accompany the main code editing...
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PC Magazine Fighting Spyware, Viruses, and MalwareJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Think there's no malicious software on your computer? PC Magazine thinks you should think again.
Scans by ISPs have revealed as many as twenty-eight spyware programs running on the average home computer—like yours. That's a lot of people prying into what's on your PC, and a DSL or cable connection is a virtual welcome mat. But by...
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